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BASIC INFORMATION ON INCOME GENERATION FROM TECHNOLOGY MISSION  
UNDER DHALAI DISTRICT 

 

Name of the Beneficiary   :-Gandaraj Das, S/O. Harendra Das 

Location    :- Mechuria 

Area covered    :- 1 ha 

Plant population   :- 278 nos. 

Details of intervention  :- Mr. Gandaraj Das  was motivated by the extension  
     functionaries of the department of Agriculture & planted high 
     density . Amrapali Mango, 278 nos. This was a very attractive 
     farming for which he was interested. 

Return     :-Income from Mango have not yet started. 

Impact of the new Technology :-    The farmers is astonished to find the growth of the mango plants 
     which he is expecting a good  production from the unit area. The 
     other farmers of his  village is also now interested to adopt this 
     new technology.  

 



SucceSS Story 
Mango Plantation (Inter Croping) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BASIC INFORMATION ON INCOME GENERATION FROM TECHNOLOGY MISSION  UNDER 
DHALAI DISTRICT 

Name of the Beneficiary  :- Harendra Das,  

Location   :- Chotosurma 

Area covered   :- 1 ha. 

Plant population  :- 400 nos. 

Details of intervention :- Mr. Sen  was motivated by the extension functionaries   
    of the department of Agriculture & planted 400 nos.   
    Amrapali Mango & Inter crop with Banana plantation.   
    This was a very attractive composite farming for which he   
    was interested. 

Return    :- Harvesting of Banana started during the year 2011 &   
    production was 10 MT & his net income was Rs. 80,000/-.   
    Income from Mango have started from this year &    
    estimated income will be Rs. 70,000/-. He has also    
    engaged in production of Banana suckers which will also   
    add additional income of Rs. 20,000/-. 

Impact of the new Technology :- The farmers is astonished to find the system of    
    enhancing production from the unit area. The other   
    farmers of his village is also now interested to adopt this   
    new technology.  
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BASIC INFORMATION ON INCOME GENERATION FROM TECHNOLOGY MISSION  UNDER 
DHALAI DISTRICT 

 

Name of the Beneficiary  :-  Biplab Bhowmik, S/O.Lt.- Bindu Ch. Bhowmik 

Location   :- Bamancherra 

Area covered   :- 1 ha 

Plant population  :- 400 nos. 

Details of intervention :- Mr. Bhowmik  was motivated by the extension functioneries  
    of the department of Agriculture & planted high density .   
    Amrapali Mango, 400 nos. This was a very attractive farming for  
    which he was interested. 

Return    :-Income from Mango have started from this year & estimated income 
    will be Rs. 70,000/-. He has also interested for production of Scion 
    which will also add additional income of Rs. 10,000/-. 

Impact of the new Technology :- The farmers is astonished to find the system of  enhancing  
    production from the unit area. The other farmers of his   
    village is also now interested to adopt this new technology.  

 

 

A SUCCESS STORY ON MANGO UNDER SALEMA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION 



 
 
NAME OF CROP: MANGO (INTER CROPING) 
AREA: 01 ha.  
ESTIMATED COST: Rs. 70,000/-  
SCHEME: TECHNOLOGY MISSION 
BLOCK: SALEMA 
 
Name of the Beneficiary   :-  Harendra Das,  

Location    :- Chotosurma 

Area covered               :- 1 ha. 

Plant population  :- 400 nos. 

 

Details of intervention :- Mr. Das  was motivated by the extension functionaries of the 
department of Agriculture & planted 400 nos. Amrapali Mango & Inter crop with Banana plantation. 
This was a very attractive composite farming for which he was interested. 

Return:- Harvesting of Banana started during the year 2011 &  production was 10 MT & his net 
income was Rs. 80,000/-. Income from Mango have started from this year &  estimated income 
will be Rs. 70,000/-. He has also engaged in production of Banana suckers which will also add 
additional income of Rs. 20,000/-. 

Impact of the new Technology: - The farmer is astonished to find the system enhancing 
production from the unit area. The other  farmers of his village are also now interested to adopt 
this new technology.  

 

 


